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D.H. Melhem 

1926- 2013



Melhem was born on in 1926, in Brooklyn, New 
York, to Lebanese immigrants (with paternal Greek 
ancestry). She was a lifelong resident of New York 
City, where her two children were born and raised. 
She earned degrees from New York University, 
City College, and the Graduate Center of the City 
University of New York. She died in 2013.

—Hayan Charara, author of These Trees, Those Leaves, 
This Flower, That Fruit

Poet, writer, novelist, editor, critic, essayist and 
crusader for social justice, D. H. Melhem, authored 
eight books of poetry, including Art and Politics: 
Politics and Art, New York Poems, Conversation with 
a Stonemason, Country: An Organic Poem, Rest in 
Love, and Notes on 94th Street, the first poetry book 
in English by an Arab woman. She also wrote three 
novels, a trilogy (Blight, Stigmata, and The Cave). Her 
scholarly work Gwendolyn Brooks: Poetry and the 
Heroic Voice, was the first comprehensive study of 
the poet, and her Heroism in the New Black Poetry: 
Introductions and Interviews, received an American 
Book Award. 

Melhem also authored more than 70 essays, edited 
two anthologies, and wrote a musical drama loosely 
based on her poems about Manhattan’s West Side. She 
was also a contributing editor to Home Planet News, a 
former governing board member of Pen & Brush, and 
served as the first vice president of the International 
Women’s Writing Guild, a position she held for many 
years. She was also a longtime and active member of 
the Radius of Arab American Writers. 



from Notes on 94th Street

schoolday

under my bed
by the wall
I hide from my mother
she is holding
my sister’s shoes
mine are at drago’s
not ready
kids say
my clothes are
too small or too big
what somebody gave
I hate school
will not wear
the shoes of my sister

from Children of the House Afire

attention

returning the earthworm to the grassy border
I tapped it lightly with my pavement shoe
yet crushed    some part of it

things are more delicate (or strong)
within the edges    of our expectations



from Conversation with a Stonemason

Grandfather: Frailty Is Not the Story

Remember your grandfather tall and straight
Remember him swimming in deep water
Remember his stories of exile and travel
 and immigrant dreams
Remember his ship models designed from memory
Remember him netting shiners with you in Gardiners Bay
 or digging for clams
 or cleaning a fish
 or driving us fast
 to catch the sunset at Maidstone

I remember him climbing the stairs
 after all the stairs he had climbed
 with his satchel of fabrics
I remember him on stepladders in the Depression
 or holding my hand on the way to school
 me proud of him in his overalls
I remember watching for him at six o’clock
 he would lift me at the door
and then we would sit over roast lamb shanks or chicken
while my mother related the family news. 
Afterwards he rose to “stretch his legs,”
 read the paper, and doze. 

And I remember discussions, the arguments over politics
 how he taught me to reason, to wield logic
 as he had done when captain of the debating team

 in Tripoli Boys’ School, Lebanon
 and the photos of him there, where he was becoming
 the tallest and handsomest man in the town.

I remember the pipes arrayed like sentinels on a cabinet
the talk of building or buying a boat 
explanations of algebra (which I learned to enjoy)
and the excursions—
 walking over Brooklyn Bridge into Chinatown
 walking down Ocean Parkway to Sheepshead Bay
or later in a Ford, the three of us, singing
 of the San Fernando Valley
 where we would settle down
 and never more roam.

Remember your grandfather
in his vigor
and that a loving life
takes imagination. 



from Country: An Organic Poem 

1.
I sing the generous dead who live with me
companionate their silence fills the still page
of my day

body is deficient    loud    metamorphic
cannot be held long

yet I praise toward our speechless act
conversations   :   printed

16.
to write the country
as a poem
incomplete
is the truth
of geography

20.
Culture is not the self, not a confection
gobbled anonymous at
a cotton candy seashore

On the boardwalk I paint you in the countours
of your colors
Write me a poem as I render your image
tell me yourself, our tangents and integrations

with reverent ear let us listen into a seashell
for breakers   and the dangerous sun

28.
bright world in morning light
touch these blind scrawls to write
the dawn still young in me
inscribe my tongue

to ocean rain to come
rice in the sky wheat from the sun

like pine cones on a raging forest floor
heart     heart break open

35.
the sun is
behind you
as you go to dawn
a map of stars
in your pocket
a timetable
of constellations
you travel by

Griffin, Georgia
stars



46.
Special to The Times

A rock-like substance, discovered in the topsoil of North 
Dakota, emits fragmentary conversation upon contact. 
Surgical teams in Nome, Alaska, St. Petersburg, Florida, 
and Brooklyn, New York, have removed similar matter with 
verbal properties from the brains of newborn infants. The 
theory has been proposed that some displaced medium if 
infinity is retrieving audiotape erasures, and that the spotty 
memorial process will continue. 

47.
crude oil
speeches
piped
through channels
of tv

fill the eyes of the heifer
turn sandhills crystalline
lift wings upon horses
light human faces
many stars
to conjure by

your mother waits
holding stars
in her apron
your father hoes
the starry earth
his back is sore
his feet merge
with the soil of his workshoes
he awaits you
and the map of stars
that is country
a blue pavement of cities
birth brightness
and you
free of the plough
and the poverty
on a visit

45.
he’s coming     a jackass    riding high signs
       in stirrups of slogans
          animal curried
              by dirty minds
          a jackass



beckian fritz goldberg



“It begins with something backward,” writes 
Beckian Fritz Goldberg in “Prologue as Part of the 
Body,” a hypnotic poem that evokes the onset of 
death as a beguiling conflation of the senses. In 
this lush and seductive “prologue” to mortality, 
a deadly synesthesia blossoms from the waft of 
a cut flower that recalls Billie Holiday’s signature 
look: “gardenia tucked behind / the ear as if scent 
could hear / its undoing.” Here, Goldberg’s siren 
isn’t a femme fatale. Hers is a “Parfum Fatale”: the 
fragrance of rot that enters the body thorough the 
wrong passage (the ear canal), an act that seems 
at once transgressive and erotic. Like Plath’s gothic 
strip tease in “Lady Lazarus,” Goldberg’s bravura 
performance of the beginning of the end of the 
flesh leads to an ambivalent yet transcendent rise, 
through annihilation. Goldberg’s abiding subjects, 
throughout her seven poetry collections, include 
the vexing mysteries posed by time and death, the 
rift between body and spirit, and the imaginative 
space that hums somewhere between memory and 
forgetting. She’s a lyric poet of searing intensity as 
well as a boldly inventive contemporary fabulist. In 
the poem “Retro Lullaby,” a speaker’s memory of her 
childhood threatens to make a two-dimensional ear 
in an old photograph “plump up like a dried apricot 

in wine.” In “Vodka,” Goldberg writes her own Song 
of Songs about an infernal thirst for a certain spirit. 
And although the lyric trajectory in “Prologue as Part 
of the Body” moves upward—from the feet, to the 
vertebrae, to the pineal gland (that mythical seat of 
the soul)—only to wind up in “oblivion,” Goldberg’s 
poetic vision remains fiercely erotic, defiant.

Beckian Fritz Goldberg is the author of seven poetry 
collections, including FIELD Poetry Prize-winner 
Lie Awake Lake (Oberlin College Press, 2005), The 
Book of Accident (University of Akron Press, 2006), 
and Reliquary Fever: New and Selected Poems 
(New Issues Press, 2010). Before her retirement, 
she taught for many years in the MFA program at 
Arizona State University.

—Anna Journey, author of The Judas Ear



Prologue as Part of the Body

It begins with something backward—
gardenia tucked behind 
the ear as if scent could hear
its undoing

the fantastic bodice of a space
no larger than this plump
of sweetness, yeastlike, tropic

it begins with a turning, a trope,
that fragrance spiraling the cochlea
and the body confused by the enchantment
of the wrong orifice wrong passage—it was

after all where music should be unwinding,
cry shedding its epithelial layers, the tac-tac
of someone entreating, far away, some door…

But it was summer trying to enter, swoon its way
into the skull, the Parfum Fatale collapsing
on the organ of Corti

a secret island discovered by the Italian anatomist
of the last century though it was always there
in the body, the locus of quivering
like the letter M

deep in its alphabet, the humming
on either side. Beginning is

the flower to the ear
the flute to the palm, the glittering mirror to
the back of the head, the steaming rice and the plums
in honey

to the feet, to the vertebrae, to the pineal gland:

oblivion, oblivion, oblivion.

—from Lie Awake Lake (Oberlin College Press, 2005)



Retro Lullaby

Sometimes I carry the smell of moist hay from my childhood.
     And sometimes I put down this burden, never
     without its consent. Long have I

known memory and willingness to be one fold,
     though I find it difficult to talk to my childhood
     since I had the flying dream—my robes

     bubbled over the desert—
And now all I have is a postcard of a little stranger.
If I drop the card in the hay-smell,

her ear will plump up like a dried apricot in wine.
And her stupid white hands will come up like two
     white pages from the bottom of a lake

And I’ll coo, It’s ok, you can be my baby.
     My part.

I can never remember the whole day.

After all, my sister said I was a strange child, an
     automaton.
My mother said if they talked idly in February
     of going somewhere in June, I’d wake in June,
my suitcase packed.

Terrible she said to have a child who never forgot a thing.

But now, of course, I’ve slipped
     my mind forever in some infeasible way, flown

stiff as a toy in my dream altitude and I remember
wondering even in my elation if I’d drop
     suddenly and if I did

I don’t remember. But if I did, I’d say,
     It’s ok, you can be my angel. You can be
     my human kite.

At any time, we might give in. Just a knuckle of us,
     or a cheek. Because the
     ferment of the hayfield unpacks on the side of a road
     and one second

gets the Gone going again, her little hairs stand up.

And childhood stinks big in our lives as death.
And in between is willingness—her tongue comes out
     speaking its motherese—

All right. You can be my lake, my June, my hay-fish.
     Be my keen hound. My. Love of My Life.

  

—from Never Be the Horse (University of Akron Press, 1999)



from the bathroom of your heart.
Why can’t we sing whatever we
want to sing to kill the mind, that pale
white doll, that piteous incursion
into Relationship. Shoes by the bed.
Into Super-Collider. Into Supermarket.
Followed by weeping. Talk to us,
Super Molecule, benevolent poison,
we are not what we want to be,
fruit of the earth.

—from Reliquary Fever: New and Selected Poems (New 
Issues, 2010)

Vodka

The potatoes grow in an orchard
where the eyes are harvested by women in babushkas.
Its song is my song. It goes, Let’s paint
the town pink. Followed by weeping.
When the belly is burning,
when the trees are bare, when the stray
horse runs around illiterate and happy
and the sun goes down like an olive
in ice, perhaps the melancholy
eats us to a person. And a man goes
home followed by women he doesn’t even like.
That was my friend, Angel, 
who stood in the leaves of his yard
among the Sleeping With. Sometimes
a certain century’d

talk to us, forgive our being
here and now, Jewish and
wasted, dancing to Johnny Cash.
It’s old soul this thirst. Back to God.
Though the proof of anything is in
remembrance. The potato,
an apple, blinded by some fate.
Why isn’t the body happy–
it has eyes, it has limbs, it has breath.
The town is blue, and white, and the leaves
sparkling…
And we, as Johnny says, flushed



Rachida Madani



Rachida Madani was born in 1951 in Tangiers, 
Morocco, where she still lives. She received a bilingual 
education in French and Arabic. She’s taught French 
for many years and is now retired.

Relatively slow to publish, she says “I love to savor 
my words, especially when I find the one I need in 
the place it needs to be”: she has published three 
collections of poetry since 1981. She began to 
publish after Mohamed Serifi, a high profile political 
prisoner who shared her poems with others in prison 
& encouraged Madani to publish them. “To shut up 
is not fair,” says Madani, but also: “I am a passive 
militant. I don’t know how to scream slogans or 
brandish banderoles. I militate with my words.” 

Reading this translation by Marilyn Hacker, you will find 
that Madani is a story-teller whose pages are cinematic 
and shimmering with lyric nuance; her tonalities are 
sometimes surreal, sometimes rhetorical—but always 
memorable. As the narrative proceeds, Madani 
confronts old myths and tells the stories of modern 
day Sherazade, revising the character from Thousand 
and One Nights for our moment. The book begins 

with beauty but as the pages turn, there’s much 
violence, as the reader encounters in the story the 
lingering effects of colonialism.

So, here are the first two pages, to give you the taste 
of how the reverberation of music and images of 
Madani’s writing works, luring us in—

—Ilya Kaminsky, author of Deaf Republic



from The First Tale

I

What city and what night
since it’s night in the city
when a woman and a train-station argue over
the same half of a man who is leaving?
He is young, handsome
he is leaving for a piece of white bread.
She is young, beautiful as a springtime
cluster
trying to flower for the last time
for her man who is leaving.
But the train arrives
but the branch breaks
but suddenly it’s raining in the station
in the midst of spring.
And the train emerges from all directions
It whistles and goes right through the woman
the whole length of her.
Where the woman bleeds, there will never be spring
   again.
In the night, in her head, under the pillow
trains pass filled with men
filled with mud
and they all go through her
                                the whole length of her.
How many winters will pass, how many snowfalls
before the first bleeding letter
before the first mouthful of white bread?
 

II
 
Perhaps it’s the same city
but a different solitude
another road of rain.
A child is walking down the empty street
he follows another child
who is following a dog
who follows another dog
who is following an odor of bread.
The closer he comes to the smell
the further away the whiff of bread seems
flutters
          circles in the air
then suddenly climbs to perch
on the streetlight
                     like a moth
And the two little boys
and the two little dogs
at the bare foot of the streetlight
stay, open-mouthed
                     in a circle of light.
And it’s the same night
and it’s the same solitude
and it’s the same child
in the same street
                       in the same circle of streetlights.
Now on his cheek hunger
has deepened
the furrow traced by tears.



Now with his scrawny limbs
he drags a pauper’s toy:
a cardboard box
and in it a skinny little dog
and a patched-together childhood.
 
It makes a peculiar little noise
that patched-up childhood dragged
along the pavement.

But the child listens to the night
and dreams with all his hunger
that he has become a sailor
           his carton a ship which floats
carrying away his childhood
                  which becomes a bird
in one wing-beat.



Antonio Porta 

1935 - 1989



Born in 1935 in Vicenza, Italy, Antonio Porta (pseudonym 
of Leo Paolazzi) was a poet, playwright, novelist, critic, and 
editor. In the years following WWII, Porta quickly became 
a force in the Italian literary neo-avant-garde. By the age 
of 23, he was the youngest editor at the literary magazine 
Il Verri; by 26, his poetry was featured in the revolutionary 
Italian anthology I Novissimi; by 28, he co-founded Gruppo 
63, an Italian neo-avant-garde literary movement whose 
members included Edoardo Sanguineti, Elio Pagliarani, 
Nanni Balestrini, Renato Barilli, Luciano Anceschi, Giorgio 
Manganelli, and Umberto Eco.

Despite his dependable dedication to myriad literary 
movements and reiterations of Gruppo 63, as well as lifelong 
relationships with publishers and other poets, Porta’s poems 
are remarkably unpredictable in form, voice, setting, diction, 
and POV. “Porta’s poetic production is guided by a nomadic 
conception of writing that advocates a constant pursuit 
of new forms,” wrote Lawrence R. Smith in The Poetics of 
Antonio Porta (2004).

But his work’s most immediately discernible quality is 
ugliness. John Picchione compared Porta’s poems to “...
Samuel Beckett’s theatre or Max Beckmann’s and Francis 
Bacon’s Expressionist paintings…Porta’s texts are marked by 
a psychological tension that produces a state of suffocating 
alienation, a tragic vision of existence inevitably dominated 
by killings, death, anatomical horrors, lacerated matter in a 
state of decay, cruelty, and social atrocities” (The New Avant-
Garde in Italy: Theoretical Debate and Poetic Practices, 2004).
Portia was a practicing Catholic, a rarity among Italian 

experimental poets of the 1960s, and he credited his faith 
for compelling him to seek truer truths, beyond the poetic 
and hermetic: “The poet’s job is not to create truth, but 
to help the reader discover or ‘intuit’ the truth himself. To 
get at the truth, it is necessary to create a ring or a line of 
discoveries, sending out searches in all possible directions, 
laying an ambush from many points of view.”

The urge to search, to move through new doors of 
perception, is reflected in the pen name Leo Paolazzi chose 
in his late teens or very early 20s (“porta” means “door” in 
Italian). Porta was adamant that these doors not be propped 
open with artificially abstract or fake flowery language. 
Violence and pain on the page should be real, as violence 
and evil are embedded in the natural world in the same 
act of living. There is no distinction. “Porta was obsessed 
with the presence of an evil that inevitably emerges in every 
human expression and to which nature also succumbs,” 
Lawrence wrote. “The result is a poetry permeated by a 
cognitive tension, charged with emotional and existential 
agitation.”

Porta wrote 21 books of poetry, four novels, two books 
of short stories, and three plays. In his later life, he was 
a literary critic for revered Italian newspapers such as Il 
Corriere della Sera. He taught at the D’Annunzio University 
of Chieti–Pescara, Yale, the University of Pavia, the Sapienza 
University of Rome, and the University of Bologna. He died 
at the age of 54 of a massive heart attack.

—Jennifer L Knox, author of Crushing It 



Still and listening, the light wave rinses
By now en route, covered with salt, he continues
while thinking of a land
like the ancient mad explorer:
the horizon is veiled with new trees,
with birds. Husks dispersed by wind float by.
Was he to reach and land there? Quickly
erecting a tent on the island
he lived there for years, insane.
Scattered around, thousands of parrot skeletons.

 1958

Meridians and Parallels

I

The tree’s explosion, summer, the castle’s history:
the grand duke’s walk, books, humanists, dogs
run in the great park,
a quarrel in the background…
On the road at the crossing petrified
of the young muse, obstinate
he chased her, sure of not reaching her.
A truck tried to run him down,
he disappeared onto the other side of traffic
and a wound in the aching head
crossed by a backhoe. It’s true,
he wanted to reach the thread of the Adriatic
and to find there news,
like one who searches for his image in a cloud.
For a moment it seemed the sea
of tulips pleased him, the castle’s lawn kept green
for the morning where he forgot everything of himself.
The author of the crime remained unknown: and the saw
moving sideways is able to lacerate, abandoning
everything in the shadow.

II

Having boarded he takes off: without a problem
the motor takes him into the air of an open ocean
crossed by tall poles of buzzing telegraphs.



Envoi

if you've never touched a hawk
never caressed the back of a golden falcon
or sucked the tail of a goshawk
without leaving a hand stuck to the window
pressing your cheeks against sunbaked bricks
or filling your scrotum with the hawk's belly
you've yet to experience heaven
yet to receive a gift from god
not unlike every other mortal
who clings to his wine glass
wets his pants
and dyes his hair

 July 13, 1976

I lived three days in a familiar animal community
everybody wore muzzles, fearing they couldn't control
themselves, walked barefoot, not to kick one another
small predators would hide their claws under wing
at night there'd be screaming, sparks that spread
I'd have fun racing the game being hunted
until I escaped, barking “Happy Easter”:
somehow they all thought they were human

 April 19, 1976



What can never be understood
is that nature
(by which he meant: the universe)
does in be fact become is comprehensible. What likewise
can't understood is that poetry
(which is to say: poetic language)
becomes comprehensible .
when it toys with expectations.

Yesterday: a frozen fountain in the middle of the woods
(and by frozen I mean: caged
in stalactites of ice).
Today, and summer emerges
from the dripping woods, grabs you with its leaves
the icy fountain is a ghost
that cuts: it's poetry
that says the invisible fountain
(otherwise visible on a screen kept hidden)
is yet imprisoned in ice
where past present and future
are one.
Stay ready, alert
a step ahead of life's game:
that’s what poetry has to say.

 Luciano Anceschi, June 28, 1981



Laura Jensen



Laura Jensen is the author of three full-length 
collections of poems: Bad Boats (Ecco, 1977), 
Memory (Dragon Gate, 1982) and Shelter (Dragon 
Gate, 1985). Born in Tacoma, Washington, where 
she continues to reside, she received her BA at the 
University of Washington and her MFA at the Iowa 
Writers’ Workshop. Associated with the Deep Image 
poets, she has received fellowships from the NEA, 
the Guggenheim Foundation, and the Lila Wallace-
Readers Digest Fund.

—Martha Serpas, author of Double Effect
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